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Figure 1: Left: Tiptoe motion, Center: capsule-shaped multi-segment foot model, Right: skeleton-rendered foot model. We
divided our foot model into five segments. Each segment is displayed in a different color. Each capsule is an artificial bone
that belongs to exactly one segment and is used as a collision unit.

ABSTRACT
We present a multi-segment foot model and its control method for
the simulation of realistic bipedal behaviors. The ground reaction
force is the only source of control for a biped that stands and walks
on its feet. The foot is the body part that interacts with the ground
and produces appropriate actuation to the body. Foot anatomy fea-
tures 26 bones and many more muscles that play an important role
in weight transmission, balancing posture and assisting ambula-
tion. Previously, the foot model was often simplified into one or
two rigid bodies connected by a revolute joint. We propose a new
foot model consisting of multiple segments to accurately reproduce
human foot shape and its functionality. Based on the new model,
we developed a foot pose controller that can reproduce foot pos-
tures that are generally not obtained in motion capture data. We
demonstrate the validity of our foot model and the effectiveness of
our foot controller with a variety of foot motions in a physics-based
simulation.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Reproducing realistic movement of a character in a physics-based
simulation is a primary issue in computer graphics and robotics
society. Realistic modeling of characters not only makes their ap-
pearance look more realistic but also helps simulated behavior to
work more feasibly.

The foot is the body part that directly interacts with the ground
when standing, walking or running. The human foot contains 26
bones and 33 joints, and more than a hundred of muscles and
ligaments. These components form a complicated structure of the
foot and move organically to perform various foot functions. For
example, the foot can alleviate the shock felt when walking on the
ground, provide balance by changing the way it supports the body
when standing, and can gain momentum by pushing the ground
strongly to increase speed.

Despite these functions of the foot when controlling a biped
character, the importance of foot modeling has been overlooked
and foot models have not been developed well. As a result, the
foot models of biped characters used in physics simulations have
mostly consisted of one or two boxes. These types of models cannot
reproduce a human foot shape and motions well because they lack
sufficient degrees of freedom (DoFs).

In this paper, we propose a new human foot model based on real
human foot anatomy, and an algorithm that changes the shape of
the foot model depending on a human motion. By using our new
foot model and the foot shape controlling method, we can represent
the foot shapes and motions better than the existing foot models.

The main contribution of our work is that we created a new foot
model that consists of several segments. By designing a foot model
into several pieces, we can reproduce the shape of the various poses
that a human foot can achieve. Moreover, because there are many
contact points between the foot and the ground, it is possible to
enhance the stability of the foot. Another contribution is that we can
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create the foot motion without extra foot motion data. Previously,
because the foot was treated as a simple body, there has been little
motion data information available for the foot. In particular, motion
capture data deal only with information about the ankle joint. Using
our foot model and control method, we can generate the foot motion
without detailed motion data of the foot.

In the following sections, we explain our multi-segment model
and foot pose control method. Our foot model is based on a human
foot and contains several bones and joints. The model imitates
a human foot structure and the characteristics of foot-to-ground
collisions without becoming overly complex. We introduce our
multi-segment foot model in detail and explain how to construct
the foot model in section 3. A human foot can change its shape
appropriately to perform functions according to the situation or
the environment. We used a simple rule to allow the foot to take an
appropriate pose depending on the movements of the character. We
describe the foot pose control method in section 4 and its simulation
in section 5.

We demonstrated the expressiveness and the robustness of our
newly designed foot model by conducting several experiments,
which are discussed in section 6.We reproduced several complicated
foot motions such as foot circling or tiptoeing motion to show the
expressiveness of our model. To prove the robustness of the model
against the environment and the perturbations, we changed the
terrain or pushed the character using two different foot models
(two-segment foot and ours) and compared the results. The results
prove that our foot model is more robust than the other.

2 RELATEDWORK
Developing an accurate control scheme for an articulated humanoid
character in a physics-based simulation is a major problem in com-
puter graphics. Many researchers have tried to reproduce realistic
human motions with a physically simulated character by using
pre-designed finite state machines [10, 35] or motion capture data
[3, 17, 19, 20, 30, 36]. In their works, they used humanmotion data as
a reference for the controller. By using the real human data, the re-
sults can show more realistic movements for controlling humanoid
characters. Moreover, optimization-based controls, which set sev-
eral pre-defined high-level objectives, were used to find the optimal
actuator values to represent various motions [6, 9, 22, 26, 34]. The
objectives were usually defined by selected features considered
to represent the main principles of human motion, such as cen-
ter of mass position[1], a foot landing position [4], joint torques
minimization [4], or metabolic energy expenditure [33].

Successfully balancing humanoid is a well-known problem in
computer animation and robotics. Most of works have controlled
the representative physical characteristics, such as the center of
mass (CoM), the center of pressure (CoP), and the zero-moment
point (ZMP). These characteristics should lie on a base of support
that is a convex hull composed of the projection of the contacted
bodies (often foot). To control CoM, CoP, and ZMP, hip and ankle
strategies [31] inspired by human balance control were used. Linear
and angular momentum [1, 12, 22] were also controlled to regu-
late CoM and CoP. We used the system of Macchietto et al. [22],
which formulated a quadratic problem to attain desirable linear and
angular momentum changes.

Because the foot is an important component that directly in-
teracts with the ground for standing and locomotion, progressive
models of the foot were proposed progressively, especially in the
area of biomechanics [2]. Meglan and Berme [24] suggested the first
foot model that was isolated from the ground. They designed the
foot as an one-segment model, and the model features a viscoelas-
tic heel made of a single sphere. A two-segment foot model was
also proposed by Gilchrist and Winter [7]. They placed one hinge
joint between the metatarsal bones and the phalanges to achieve a
smooth transition between the swing phase and the stance phase.
Studies were conducted to design the foot model to three segments
or more [21, 23]. However, their major goal was to reproduce and
analyze kinetic or kinematic information rather than to achieve
realistic foot movement reproduction.

Further, as the number of foot segments has increased, there
have been attempts to use various segment shapes instead of a
box for computational efficiency. These shapes include a sphere
[25], an ellipsoid [15, 21], and a cylinder [13]. We designed each
foot segment as a capsule to accelerate the computation time for
calculating the foot-to-ground collisions and to reflect the structure
of foot bones and joints.

In the computer graphics community, contact handling has been
executed in the usual way, such as non-sliding or non-penetrating.
However, most studies on controlling physically simulated char-
acters have treated the foot as a simple structure such as a box or
capsule consisting of one or two bodies. Wang et al. [32] used a
two-segment foot model, which provides more flexibility when the
heel strike or toe-off occurs. Jain and Liu [11] proposed a soft foot
model based on the finite element method (FEM). Using their soft
foot model, they achieved more robust walking control in simula-
tion. Those foot models improved the robustness of controllers and
the quality of the resultant motion, but the shape of the foot was
not their main concern. Thus, the purpose of modeling the foot was
limited to functional areas. We designed the foot as a multi-segment
model enough to represent the several important characteristic foot
shapes.

3 MULTI-SEGMENT FOOT MODEL
The human foot has a complex structure consisting of 26 bones,
33 joints, and more than 100 muscles and ligaments. However,
in computer graphics, most of the foot models used in previous
studies focused on physically simulating biped characters often
consisted of one or two bodies [8, 18, 33]. These foot models can
hardly reproduce the actual foot shapes that a human can make.
For example, foot models with one or two rigid bodies cannot
perform foot rotations, such as pronation and supination. Further,
it was difficult for them to control the interaction between the
foot and the ground during standing because of the lack of DoFs.
Consequently, they cannot reproduce the fine foot movements.
We intend to design a multi-segment foot model that can describe
various foot movements realistically.

To achieve this goal, we wondered if we should apply the real
anatomy of human equally to our model. However, as the foot
anatomy is quite complex, controlling such a complex structure
would be inefficient, so we agreed that there should be a trade-off
between accuracy and efficiency. In addition to efficiency, we have
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considered the tendency of actual foot movement caused by the
foot anatomy. Although the foot is composed of 26 bones, the bones
do not move separately because they are strongly connected with
ligaments. Looking at the anatomy of the foot, the tarsal bones near
the ankle are joined by dozens of ligaments. However, it is not the
case with the toes located distal to the foot, so the toe bones have
high DoFs, relatively. Based on this feature, we tried to design our
foot model more realistically by increasing the number of segments
and DoFs.

In order to develop the model for the foot while considering the
abovementioned concerns, we referred to biomechanics research.
Several studies on foot modeling and segmenting in that field have
been reported [5]. Biomechanics researchers were able to analyze
foot anatomy and create a model to meet their needs. Among these
studies, we found that some divide the foot along the coronal plane
(hind foot, forefoot, and hallux) to measure foot kinematics during
gait [2, 14]. However, these models are not sufficient to represent
fine movements, such as inversion/eversion, which appear along
the sagittal plane. To obtain more delicate foot information, such
as kinematics and kinetics data, Macwilliams et al. [23] designed
a nine-segment foot model. We decided to use a slightly modified
version of this model. We first selected six segments that are in
direct contact with the ground (heel, medial and lateral forefoot,
first toe, second and third toes, and fourth and fifth toes) and then
incorporated the first toe and the second and third toes into one
segment for simplicity. Furthermore, wemade other segments (talus,
navicular and cuneiform) that do not have contact with the ground
belong to the medial phalanges, which form an arch of the foot.

To summarize, our foot model consists of five segments and
each segment is a control unit. To move each segment properly,
we planted four joints (3 DoFs per each joint) in our foot model.
A segment is composed of several artificial bones that represent
phalanges, metatarsal bones, or the tarsal bones. In the following
subsection, we describe the artificial foot bone first, followed by
foot segmentation and joint placement in detail.

3.1 Artificial Foot Bones
Human foot bones are largely divided into three parts: tarsal bones,
metatarsal bones, and phalanges. Tarsal bones are seven bones that
make up the midfoot and the hindfoot. Metatarsal bones are located
in the midfoot and phalanges are in the forefoot. Our foot model
consists of 16 capsule-shaped artificial bones that correspond to the
human foot bones (center of Figure 1). Among the 16 bones, the five
bones on the forefoot correspond to phalanges, the other five at the
middle are metatarsal bones, and the other two form the calcaneus.
We modeled the tarsal bones (colored with yellow in figure 2) but
decided not to directly control them for two reasons. One reason
is that they rarely come into contact with the ground, so there
is no interaction. he second reason is that they experience little
movement because they are strongly bonded to the surrounding
bones with ligaments.

Metatarsal bones and phalanges have cylindrical shapes. Wedge-
shaped metatarsal bones and phalanges can be treated as a cylinder
[28], so we designed artificial bones with capsule primitives with
the same radius. A capsule is a cylinder with hemispheres on both
ends. This is often for collision detection. We assume that each

Figure 2: Our multi-segment foot model consists of 16 artifi-
cial bones and five segments. Each bone has a capsule shape
that is set to have two contact points at most. To help un-
derstand, each segment was painted in a different color. red:
medial phalanges, ivory: lateral phalanges, yellow: medial
metatarsal, green: lateral metatarsal, white: heel.

Figure 3: Four basic foot poses. Top left: rest pose, top right:
tiptoe, bottom left: inside tilt and bottom right: outside tilt.

artificial bone can collide with the ground. We have made the
collision occur only at both ends of the capsule-shaped bone, which
are hemispheres.

3.2 Foot Segmentation
We divided the 16 artificial bones into five segments (Figure 2). After
observing various foot motions, we found that the individual move-
ments of foot bones are constrained because they are connected to
each other with ligaments. Therefore, we grouped bones that are
moving and contact the ground together into same segment, and
we control our foot model on a segment basis.

We defined five segments with the following names: medial pha-
langes, lateral phalanges, medial metatarsal, lateral metatarsal, and
heel. We defined five segments with the following names: medial
phalanges, lateral phalanges, medial metatarsal, lateral metatarsal,
and heel. There are four basic foot poses: rest pose, a tiptoe, an in-
side tilt, and an outside tilt (Figure 3). By making the artificial bones
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Figure 4: We put four joints (marked with the red circle) on
our foot model to move each segment properly. The loca-
tions of joints are between the thirdmetatarsal and the third
phalanges, between the fourthmetatarsal and the fourth the
phalanges, between the fourth metatarsal and the cuboid,
and on the heel.

that belong to some segments contact the ground, we can make
the foot model achieve one of the basic poses. For stable contact,
we selected the number and the shape of the bones that belong to
the segment so that each segment has three or more contact points
when contacting with the ground.

3.3 Joint Placement
We put four joints on our foot model to move each segment properly.
Each joint is located based on the joint location on a real human
foot. We used 3-DoF ball joints for foot joints so the foot model can
have 12 DoFs (Figure 4). The location of each joint is between the
third metatarsal and the third phalanges, the fourth metatarsal and
the fourth the phalanges, the fourth metatarsal and the cuboid, and
on the heel.

The place where the foot is bent most is between the toe and the
metatarsals. Therefore, we put two joints between the metatarsal
bones and the phalanges. Looking at the midfoot during the rest
pose from the front, the lateral side of the foot is in contact with the
ground while the medial side is in arched formwithout touching the
ground. When the foot tilts to the outside, the lateral metatarsals
and heel are in contact with the ground. To control the outside
metatarsals, we put a joint between the fourth metatarsal and the
cuboid. However, when inside tilt occurs, medial metatarsals are still
arched and have no contact or any notablemovement, so we decided
not to place a joint there. Instead, we made this part subordinate to
the ankle joint. The heel joint does not exist on a human foot but
we made one for the following reason. The heel is the part that can
contact the ground at any pose except the tiptoe pose because of
the characteristic shape of the calcaneus bone. The bone can make
contact in various directions. To allow our foot model to perform
the function of the calcaneus bone, we put a joint on the heel.

All the capsule-shaped artificial bones we designed have the
same radius and the end of the bones overlap to form a sphere. We
set the joint location to the center of the sphere, and the intersection
of two bones are connected by that joint. Because two bones sharing
a joint have the same contact point, one calculation for contact per
joint is reduced.

4 FOOT POSE CONTROL
When a person is standing on the ground, their foot can be in
contact with the ground in various ways (Figure 3). To reproduce
these various shapes and motions of the foot naturally, the foot
model must have many DoFs. We made a multi-segment foot model
that has 12 DoFs based on human foot shape and have discussed
the model in detail in the previous chapter.

Although our foot model has the power to represent various
shapes and motions of the foot, the joint angles in the foot should be
determined to make specific pose. However, because there was not
much concern about the foot modeling until now, when capturing
human motion, the foot was not the subject of consideration. In
other words, motion capture data describing delicate foot motion
are difficult to obtain. Therefore, we need a methodology that can
control the foot depending on the environment or desired behavior
without reference data of the foot.

Our control strategy for the foot model utilizes foot pose control.
By using the foot pose controller, we reproduce an appropriate foot
pose for a given ankle position and segments that are specified by
the user to be in contact with the ground.

We considered an ankle position and the contacting segments
to decide the foot shape at each moment because we considered it
was sufficient to express the foot pose. For example, the tiptoe pose
can be made by setting a high ankle position and making the toe
segments attached to the ground and vice versa. Our foot model is
embedded in the existing biped character model. The ankle joint
position is obtained from the motion data, and the segments that
must have contact with the ground for the task are provided by a
user. Because the inputs of our controller can be obtained without
detailed information about foot motion, we can reconstruct the foot
pose together with the full body pose by common motion capture
data.

Foot pose control proceeds in the following order (Figure 5). First,
place the ankle joint at the ankle position of the motion capture
data. Next, adjust the orientation of the ankle joint to place the
joint belonging to the segment entered as the control input on the
ground. Lastly, rotate the joint belonging to the segment in order
to make the bones in input-segment be parallel with the ground.

The joint orientations can be obtained by the following calcu-
lation. Let ®pa be ankle joint position, and ®ps be joint position of
marked segment. Now we let ®vsa = ®ps − ®pa . To change the orig-
inal ankle orientation as little as possible in the motion capture
data, we try to rotate the ankle joint to the smallest angle so that
the segment joint could touch the ground. A rotation axis of the
smallest rotation to make the segment joint touched the ground
is perpendicular to the plane which contain ®vsa and n̂, where the
rotation axis is perpendicular to ®vsa and n̂. The rotation axis ω̂ can
be obtained as follows.

ω̂ =
n̂ × ®vsan̂ × ®vsa

 (1)

The rotation angle that causes ®vsa to touch the ground is equal
to the value obtained by subtracting the angle between ®vsa and −n̂
from the angle between ®v ′

sa and −n̂ where ®pa + ®v ′
sa − rc n̂ is on the

ground. When ankle joint is rotated at angle ϕ, segment joint can
touch the ground.
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Figure 5: Foot pose control process. For clarity, we draw our
footmodel in 2D. An artificial bonemarkedwith the red bor-
der is the one belonging to the selected segment to contact
with the ground. Up: We rotate the ankle joint to make the
selected segment joint touch the ground. Bottom: We rotate
the selected segment joint tomake the selected bone parallel
to the ground.

ϕ = atan2(
®vsa − (®vsa · n̂)n̂

 , −®vsa · n̂) − cos−1(
®pa · n̂ − rc®vsa ) (2)

where rc is a radius of a capsule of each bone.
After the segment joint touches the ground, we should make the

bones in the segment be parallel to the ground, not to penetrate the
ground. We rotated the segment joint so that the segment normal
n̂s matches the ground normal n̂ for that. In this case, we need
to determine the remaining direction of the segment. We tried to
reduce the unnaturalness by making the direction of the segment
coincide with the target direction t̂ , which is the projection of the
foot direction â on the ground plane. We set â to be a unit direction
from an ankle to a toe in the original motion data.

t̂ =
â − (â · n̂)n̂
∥â − (â · n̂)n̂∥ (3)

Rs = R(ŝ, t̂)R(n̂s , n̂) (4)

where Rs is rotation that segment joint should be rotated with.
t̂ is the segment target direction that is calculated from the ankle
direction, ŝ is the segment direction, and n̂s is the segment normal
unit vector. R(ĉ, d̂) ∈ R3×3 is the rotation matrix rotating ĉ to d̂ with
the smallest rotation angle, where

R(ĉ, d̂) = exp(cos−1(ĉ · d̂) ĉ × d̂ĉ × d̂
 ) (5)

The calculation of the pose control of the foot model is performed
every time step and it is performed very quickly. Therefore, our
controller works in real time.

5 SIMULATIONWITH MULTI-SEGMENT
FOOT MODEL

We verified that the foot motion is well generated by using the
physics-based simulation of applying our foot model and foot pose
control. The humanoid character with our foot model simulates the
various foot movements obtained by the foot pose control while
tracking the standing motion.

We used the balancing system of Macchietto et al. [22] to keep
the humanoid character in balance while standing. Macchietto et al.
[22] used the method to balance by adjusting the linear momentum
and the angular momentum of humanoid character. The character
maintains its balance if its CoM and CoP are inside the BoS (base
of support) which is the convex hull of the bones in contact with
the ground. After deciding the desired CoM and CoP according
to the positions of bodies contacting the ground, the quadratic
optimization problem is defined for moving the current CoM and
CoP to the desired position. The output of this optimization is joint
angle accelerations. They obtain the joint torques by putting the
accelerations into the dynamics solver and solving the floating-base
hybrid dynamics. The simulation is performed by applying the ob-
tained joint torques to each joint of the character. The optimization
problem is defined below.

Üθ∗ = argmin
Üθ

wtCt +wlCl +whCh

subject to: asup = Jsup Üθ + ÛJsup Ûθ
(6)

where Ûθ and Üθ are the joint angle velocities and accelerations,
Ct ( Üθ ) is a quadratic objective to track the reference motion, Cl ( Üθ )
andCh ( Üθ ) are also quadratic objectives to achieve the desired linear
and angular momentum changes. Jsup is the Jacobian of the sup-
porting bodies, and ÛJsup is the time derivative of Jsup .wt ,wl , and
wh are the weights for tracking, linear momentum, and angular
momentum objectives, respectively.

Non-slip condition constraints in equation (6) require determined
supporting bodies. Because we obtained which segments should be
in contact with the ground from the user-input when deciding the
foot pose described in the previous section, non-slip constraints
can be calculated using the user-input directly. Those user-input
selected segments are corresponding to the supporting bodies in
the optimization and using these information, the optimization is
processed together with the foot pose control. Jsup and ÛJsup are
calculated for those segments. We set asup to keep the segments in
contact and parallel with the ground in a proportional-derivative
(PD) control manner for both linear and angular quantities of the
segments.

asup =

(
ks (ps,r ef − ps ) − dsvs

ksdiff(qs,r ef , qs ) − dsωs

)
(7)
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where ks is a proportional gain, ds = 2
√
ks is a derivative gain,

ps,r ef andps are joint positions in Cartesian coordinates of selected
segments for the reference motion and the simulated character,
qs,r ef and qs are joint orientations in SO(3) of selected segments
for the reference motion and the simulated character, and vs and
ωs are joint linear and angular velocities in Cartesian coordinates
of selected segments for the simulated character. We used ks = 28.

We set the values of θ and Ûθ as a current configuration of the
character at the moment of optimization. Because Jsup and ÛJsup
can be calculated from θ and Ûθ , the constraints of Equation (6) are
linear with respect to Üθ . Because the objective of Equation (6) is
quadratic with respect to Üθ , the results of the optimization can be
obtained by solving a set of linear equations.

6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Our human model has 66 DoFs (including 12 DoFs of each foot), is
150cm tall, and weighs 48.5kg. We used the dynamic system based
on the Lie Group theory [27] to solve the forward and the inverse
dynamics. Our simulation rate is 1800Hz to simulate small segments
on the foot model robustly. Foot pose control and optimization for
maintaining balance of the character is performed every 30 Hz.
The ground reaction forces are calculated by the penalty method
using a damped spring model, and the damped coefficients are
ks = 15000 N /m and kd = 2

√
ks ≈ 245N · s/m, respectively.

6.1 Reproducing Various Foot Motions
Using our multi-segment foot model, we can simulate natural, so-
phisticated foot motions such as tiptoeing, tilting, circling on one
foot, and centering on one foot (Figure 6). Given the ankle position
and the foot segments that should be in contact with the ground
as inputs, the foot pose is decided by our foot pose controller. In
the figures and video, the foot bones are shown in red to indicate
that the bones are in contact with the ground. Please watch the
accompanying video for detailed motion.

Tiptoe. Tiptoeing is an unstable pose because it uses only the
front, narrow area of the foot to balance while lifting the heel. The
foot models that consist of a single body or two cannot produce
the tiptoeing motion properly because they have a small number
of contact points. In our experiment, 10 contact points exist in the
toe area, and these points are activated by turns according to the
COM of the body to balance like a real human does. Therefore, the
tiptoe motion looks natural.

Tilt. When a human leans to the side like a skiing motion, the
side of the foot comes into contact with the ground.We demonstrate
this as foot tilt using our foot model. When we make the foot model
tilt to the left side, the upper body is bent to the opposite side for
balance. There are some internal collisions between body parts, and
we will discuss this issue later.

One Foot Circling. With our multi-segment foot model, delicate
foot movement such as foot circling can be produced. When stretch-
ing, a person turns their one ankle to release their ankle joint. At
this moment, with the heel lifted, the toes touch the ground in turn.

Centering on One Foot. Our model can balance with one foot. We
let the character lift the right foot and balance with the left foot

only. The character tilts its upper body toward the stance foot and
shifts the CoM position to balance.

6.2 Robustness
A human can maintain balance while standing on flat ground, a
gravelly field, or rocky terrain. In addition, a human is able to
withstand the force of a push. These actions can be achieved by
changing the foot pose to suit the situation. We conducted experi-
ments to verify the robustness of our foot model on curved terrain
or in a situation where an external force is acting. The results were
compared with those obtained using the two-segment foot model.

Rough Terrain. Our foot model can stand on rough terrain as well
as flat ground. In order to stand on bumpy ground, the foot must be
able to change its shape to fit the terrain. We let the two foot models
(two-segment foot and multi-segment foot) stand on sphere-shaped
ground and compared the results. When using the two-segment
foot model, the simulated character cannot balance on the spherical
terrain, and gradually slips. The character that utilizes our multi-
segment foot model can balance on this terrain by changing the
topology of the foot model. The result of this example shows that
our foot model adapts well to the environment in a manner similar
to a human (Figure 7).

Moving Slope. We simulated a character standing on a moving
slope (Figure 9). As the angle of the slope increases, our foot model
flexes the joints between the phalanges and the metatarsal bones
to stand on the inclined floor using its toes to balance. This is the
similar to how a human would balance on a slope.

External Perturbation. To show the robustness of our controller,
we applied a perturbation while the model was standing.We applied
the external force to the torso of the character from three different
directions (front, side, and back) for 0.4 s. The character with the
multi-segment foot model can endure the external force from the
front up to 65 N. When the model was pushed from the side, it can
withstand 75 N.When it was pushed from the back, it can withstand
50 N.

Force(N) Two-segment Multi-segment
Front 45 65
Side 50 75
Back 40 50

Table 1: We measured the maximum forces that each foot
model could withstand. Our multi-segment foot model is
more robust than the two-segment foot model. The multi-
segment model can endure the external force up to 75 N.

Further, we compared the resilience of the multi-segment foot
model and that of the two-segment foot model (Figure 8). Because
the two-segment foot has few DoFs, when an external force is ap-
plied, the foot slips off the ground, becomes unstable, and eventually
falls. However, our foot model is an articulating body consisting
of segments and joints, so it can move like human foot. Therefore,
when an external force is applied, only some parts of it fall off
the ground. Other parts remain on the ground, which makes the
overall model more stable. The experimental results confirm that
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Figure 6:We can simulate various foot motions with ourmulti-segment foot model: tiptoe, tilt, one foot circling and centering
on one foot.

our multi-segment foot model is more robust than the two-segment
foot when forces are applied in any direction (Table 1). We also
added more contact points to edges of box in a two-segment foot
model and conducted a pushing experiment as well, but we cannot
see the differences in reaction.

Virtual Contact Plate. We display the virtual contact plate to
show the change in foot contact during the simulation. Through
the robustness experiments, we proved that our multi-segment foot
model is more robust than the two-segment foot model because our
foot model can change its shape and contact points. By visualizing
the contact points with the virtual contact plate, we can show the
change in foot state more clearly (Figure 10).

7 DISCUSSION
In this paper, we proposed a new foot model that consists of 16
artificial bones and five segments, and we proposed a controller that
can successfully manage the interactions between the foot model
and the ground. Previous studies on computer graphics tried several
control methods to reproduce realistic human movements, but they
did not pay much attention to foot modeling. We constructed the
multi-segment foot model to resemble a human foot and simulate
delicate motions.

For design convenience and computational efficiency, we used
the capsule-shaped primitive for every foot bone, and each joint on
the foot is a 3-DoF ball joint. Our foot model has more segments and
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Figure 7: We created bumpy terrain and placed our character on top. The two-segment model (left column) cannot stand on
the bumpy terrain stably while our model (right column) can stand stably by properly changing the foot shape according to
the terrain.

Figure 8: We applied an external force to the character to show the robustness of the controller. We used two foot models, one
is the two-segment foot model (left column) and the other is our proposed multi-segment model (right column). An external
force of 40 N is applied to the experiment in the first row and 60 N in the second row. The two-segment model cannot endure
60 N force, while our multi-segment model can. Our model can withstand external force through proper adjustment of the
foot pose.

Figure 9: Standing motion on a moving slope.

DoFs than the foot models used in the previous works; therefore, we
can generate delicate foot motion such as foot circling. In addition,
our foot model is robust enough to adapt to rough terrain or endure
external perturbation. We believe that by using our multi-segment
foot model, a biped character simulation can be more expressive
and robust.

Although the soft foot model [11] using a soft body simulation
based on FEM can achieve robust simulation results, we did not
apply FEM to our foot model. We applied our foot model to the
existing rigid body character model to exploit the advantages of an
articulated rigid body simulation, which include simple calculations
and precise articulation.

Our foot modeling approach is meaningful in that we paid at-
tention to the structure of the foot when creating our model; the

Figure 10:Wedisplayed the contact points on the virtual con-
tact plate to visualize the change in contact while the human
character is pushed by the external force. Note that the me-
dial metatarsal segment was not displayed on the contact
plate. This is because the segment is assumed to have no con-
tact with the ground.

structure had been previously been regarded as a simple form. Nev-
ertheless, our foot model and the control method also have several
limitations. First, we only can generate motions in place. In the
near future, we believe we can control walking motion by using
our multi-segment foot. Our controller determines the foot pose
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Figure 11: Our foot model can reproduce human foot shapes
andmovements naturally. The left picture is the human foot
tiptoeing and the right picture is tiptoe simulation result.
Our controller can generate natural footmotion like human
motion.

for the given inputs. The foot is the major body part that takes
the contact force from the ground, so we expect that controlling
not only the foot pose but also the ground reaction forces makes
system more stable. We will build a controller that can directly
control the ground reaction force. We currently use a penalty-based
method for the computation of ground reaction force. For precise
interaction between the foot and the ground, it is better to use the
constraint-based method, such as LCP, to calculate contact force.

In addition to the drawbacks in simulation, there are some issues
regarding foot modeling. We divided a foot into small pieces for
expressiveness, but this can cause a problem. Because each bone in
the foot model has a relatively small mass, the simulation will be
unstable when a strong ground reaction force is generated. There-
fore, we used a small time step for dynamics integration. To control
the foot model conveniently, we grouped the bones according to the
movement of the foot. However, the foot movement of the grouped
bones may seem unnatural in some cases. For example, in "rough
terrain" experiments, it is natural for the toes to touch the ground
all the way to grab the rounded ground. However, we grouped three
toes (marked in red in Figure 2) together and treated them as one
rigid body. All the bones in this segment, called medial phalanges,
rotate together such that some of the bones in that segment can-
not reach the ground. We decided to control the foot model on a
segmented basis because the foot bones are strongly connected
by ligaments. However, because the phalanges have a high DoF, it
is better to control them individually rather than to group them
together. Inevitably, the foot model needs to be further subdivided
and controlled for more natural foot motion.

In some examples, especially the "tilt" example, self collisions
occurred. For computational convenience, we did not consider the
joint limit and self collisions. Because setting the joint limit and
avoiding self collisions can make the simulated character motions
more realistic, it would be desirable to consider these issues in the
next study.

An actual human foot has a very complex structure composed
of dozens of bones and hundreds of muscles and ligaments. In
particular, the bones that comprise the foot are not separated from
each other; they are joined together by ligaments. Hence, they can
interact flexibly without major changes in shape. Recently, studies
controlling human character using muscles have been successful

[16, 19]. For more precise foot control, foot modeling with muscles
is an interesting research topic. Using muscles for foot modeling
can explain many things about foot movement. In addition, we
expect that studies about the human hand will be a good reference
for further research about foot structure and movement [29].
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